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Abstract—In Sentiment Analysis (SA), a vague assignment of a text to a set of n-ary discrete classes is insufficient. A great deal of research is concentrated on the automated assignment of strength to both terms and the finer-grained term senses, but these strength values rely purely on statistical means, and there is no semantic mechanism involved, leading to potentially biased results. As a solution, this work proposes a model that utilizes only the semantic information manually encoded within the human-defined glosses of term senses, a semantic network, and a set of predefined degree adverbs, in order to quantify their ‘Natural’ Sentiment Strength (NSS) values. The ‘natural’ sentiment strength of a term sense here refers to the strength value derived in a semantically natural manner, i.e. the NSS is assigned based on the agreed-upon meanings that humans have naturally assigned to words; and not ‘artificially statistical’, i.e. based a simple metric of probabilistic computation. Intrinsic evaluation demonstrates that the model outperforms related sense-level lexicon generation models against this same benchmark, and that it is in agreement with human intuition.
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I. INTRODUCTION

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is the detection of sentiment, attitude, opinion, and emotion in unstructured text. In SA, a sentiment expression is essentially a two-dimensional vector, with both a direction (polarity as positive or negative) and a magnitude (strength of the polarity). Therefore, a vague assignment of a text to a set of n-ary discrete classes is insufficient. Accurate SA models must be sensitive enough to detect the precise details in a sentiment expression, and then provide this information in numerical form, which is a more realistic representation of the sentiment strength value embedded within the target expression [1]-[3]. This finer-grained approach involves placing the sentiment of a text unit on a [+1, -1] continuum between positive and negative. This would allow for quantifying the precise degree a sentiment deviates from the norm, rather than rely on hard classification to a set of predefined discrete classes. Furthermore, this would be able to answer the question “Precisely how favorably or unfavorably does a person feel about a product, service, company, brand or political figure?”

Several works in the literature focus on assigning a full-text with a sentiment strength [4]-[7]. However, a recurring issue is that, in order to assign a text with a global sentiment strength, a list of individual terms tagged with a strength score is needed. Several works on manual compilation of sentiment strength dictionaries do exist [1], [7]-[9]. However, this task is onerous in terms of annotator time and effort [10], [11]. Hence, a great deal of research is concentrated on the automated assignment of strength values to terms [12]-[18]. While some prominent sense-level lexicon generation models avoid quantifying strength altogether [19], [20], the SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model [21] also uses statistical means (i.e., the agreement of a committee of eight supervised classifiers) as the quantification of a sense’s sentiment strength.

However, this is not a valid representation of sentiment strength, since it tends to reflect the ‘likeliness’ of a term being in a particular class, or the confidence in the accuracy of the labeling process, rather than the ‘natural’ sentiment strength of the term. This is because the strength values rely purely on statistical or probabilistic means, and there is no semantic mechanism involved, leading to biased results. For instance, if a moderately polar term such as good has a higher occurrence frequency in the positive class rather than a strongly polar term such as excellent, the former would be assigned a higher strength than the latter. However, this should not be the case in reality. Upon inspection of the human-defined gloss information of these two terms, the latter should possess a higher strength than the former.

In this work, the ‘Natural’ Sentiment Strength (NSS) of a term sense refers to the strength value derived in a ‘semantically natural’ manner, i.e. the NSS is assigned based on the agreed-upon meanings that humans have
naturally assigned to words; and not ‘artificially statistical’, i.e. based a simple metric of probabilistic computation, as in the majority of state-of-the-art sense-level sentiment lexicon generation models. In other words, in contrast to prior models that rely on statistical means to measure strength and in turn generate biased results, this model utilizes only the semantic information manually encoded within the human-defined glosses of term senses, a semantic network, and a set of predefined degree adverbs, in order to quantify their true NSS values. Intrinsic evaluation against a manually-annotated gold standard benchmark demonstrates that the model outperforms related models such as the popular SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model [21] against the same benchmark, and that it is in agreement with human intuition. This also demonstrates its practical application in real-world sentiment analysis tasks.

This paper is structured as follows. Section II presents related prior work. Section III presents the methodology carried out to develop the proposed model. Section IV presents the evaluation procedure, while Section V presents the results for this procedure. Section VI concludes.

II. PRIOR WORK

Sentiment Analysis (SA) is the detection of sentiment, attitude, opinion, and emotion in unstructured text. SA is itself a multi-faceted problem [22], [23]. According to [23], SA is among the factors that are important for the advancement of AI and its related fields. Other techniques are also important to consider such as the deep learning based aspect extraction for aspect-based SA [24], e.g., attentive Long Short-Term Memory (LSTM) [25]. The recent literature also considers techniques such as word representations and capsule networks, which are applied on SA in particular, but are also applicable on other challenging NLP applications [26]. Generally, there are two main approaches that are employed by SA models. The (unsupervised) lexicon-based approach involves making use of a sentiment lexicon to compute the overall sentiment polarity of a text document based on the aggregation of the polarity of the individual words embedded within the document [1]. The (supervised) classification-based approach involves constructing supervised machine learning classifiers that are fed with hand-labelled training data for the classification task [12].

SA applications can also highly benefit from sentiment strength, which refers to “the degree of intensity of the positivity or negativity of a sentiment expression” [4]. This allows SA applications to detect not only the polarity of the sentiment expressed, but also the strength of the polarity. Reference [13] demonstrates that the strength or intensity of polar (e.g. positive or negative) terms would allow for a finer-grained sentiment classification of text. Several works in the literature focus on assigning a full-text with a sense-level sentiment strength. This prominent limitation acts as the motivation to develop a model that utilizes only the semantic information manually encoded within the human-defined glosses of term senses, a semantic network, and a set of predefined degree adverbs, in order to quantify their true natural sentiment strength values.

III. QUANTIFYING THE NATURAL SENTIMENT STRENGTH OF POLAR TERM SENSES

This section presents all of the steps carried out to develop a model that quantifies the natural sentiment strength of polar term senses, in the generation of a sense-level sentiment lexicon. In other words, in contrast to prior sense-level models that rely on statistical means to measure strength and in turn generate biased results, this model utilizes purely semantic information.

The model is fully-unsupervised, since a polarity sentiment lexicon, the contextual gloss information and semantic network from a digital dictionary (e.g. WordNet), and a small set of manually-compiled degree adverbs, are the only source of input. Note that the polarity lexicon can be any a list of term senses tagged with a binary positive or negative polarity. There is no human involvement during execution of the model. The final output is a sense-level sentiment lexicon comprising subjective senses assigned
with their corresponding NSS scores. This final sentiment lexicon can aid in sense-level sentiment classification on full-text, and measure the precise NSS of the sentiment expressed within the text, as opposed to a hard classification of the text to predefined discrete classes (e.g., strongly positive, weakly positive, strongly negative, weakly negative). Objective term senses are not considered by this model, since they are sentiment-neutral, hence naturally carry an NSS of 0.

A. Model Architecture

Fig. 1 presents a high-level architecture of the proposed model. This model comprises two main algorithms that work successively. The first is the Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification Algorithm (NSSQA), which uses contextual gloss information and a manually-compiled list of degree adverbs. The second is the Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification via Connectivity Algorithm (NSSQCA), which uses a semantic network to assist in the quantification of the remaining synsets in the lexicon that have not yet been labeled with an NSS. The input into this model is a set polar term senses, since the aim in this work is to focus on assigning polar term senses with a sentiment strength, with the assumption that they are already assigned with a polarity. This has implications in automatically labelling term- and sense-level polarity lexicons with NSS information. Finally, the model generates the NSS values for each of these polar term senses.

B. Manual Compilation of Degree Adverbs List

An intensifier/diminisher is a lexical term that does not alter the original meaning of the term it modifies, but rather serves to intensify/diminish the strength (intensity) of the sentiment the term expresses [8], [27]-[30]. Intensifiers/diminishers are generally adverbs, often referred to as degree modifier words or degree adverbs in the literature. For example, the intensifier extremely in extremely good movie intensifies the positive sentiment of good movie, while the diminisher barely in barely good movie diminishes the positive sentiment of good movie.

Several research works [8], [27], [28] request for a group of annotators to manually assign coefficient values to degree adverbs, based on their degree to intensify or diminish the terms they modify. Following their procedure, in this work, a degree adverbs list was manually compiled for use by the model. This list was extracted based on the most-used adverbs in prior work, and comprises 19 intensifiers (very, really, extremely, etc.) and nine diminishers (slightly, barely, somewhat, etc.). Three human annotators assigned a coefficient value in the range of 0.0 to 2.0 to each degree adverb in the list, based on the degree to which it intensifies or diminishes the term it modifies. The annotators are researchers in the field of Sentiment Analysis and Natural Language Processing, and were provided with a detailed explanation of the annotation requirements. The reason a range of 0.0 to 2.0 is chosen is because, according to [31], it is easier for annotators to assign a coefficient value in this range, since 0 can act as the weakest value, 1 as the mid-point, and 2 as the strongest value. For each degree adverb, several usage examples of the adverb in a context-of-use were presented to the annotator, so the annotator is able to have sufficient information about the degree adverb before estimating its correlation coefficient.

The final coefficient value for each degree adverb is the average value assigned by all annotators. For example, somewhat may be assigned a coefficient of 0.4, since it tends to greatly diminish polarity (somewhat enjoyable), while very may be assigned a coefficient of 1.6, since it tends to greatly intensify it (very happy). The full degree adverbs list utilized by the model is presented in Table I. The average coefficient value assigned by the three annotators is presented beside each degree adverb.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>degree adverb</th>
<th>coefficient</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>highly</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>very</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>extremely</td>
<td>1.9</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>really</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>surpassingly</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>particularly</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>excessively</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>strikingly</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>unusually</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>exceptionally</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>intensely</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>too</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>totally</td>
<td>1.7</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>utterly</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>perfectly</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>entirely</td>
<td>1.6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>immensely</td>
<td>1.8</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>more</td>
<td>1.5</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

C. Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification Algorithm

Algorithm 1 presents the pseudocode for the Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification Algorithm (NSSQA). The NSSQA involves a fully semantic approach that utilizes only the gloss information and the manually-compiled list of degree adverbs to quantify the Natural Sentiment Strength (NSS) of polar term senses. In other words, the NSS of a term sense is quantified based on its context to appear with a degree adverb within the glosses of other senses.
Fig. 2 depicts a detailed example of the functionality of the NSSQA during a match with the positive input synset superb.s.02. Since it has been naturally defined by humans as surpassingly good, most would agree that superb must have a higher strength compared to good, since it is ‘surpassingly good’, where surpassingly here plays the role of an intensifier.

In step one, there is a match between the degree adverb surpassingly and a term in the gloss of superb.s.02, and the coefficient value of surpassingly, 1.8, is retrieved. In step 2, the modified term good is assigned an initial default NSS of 1. In step 3, NSS(superb.s.02) is computed by degree_adv_coefficient × NSS(modified_term), which is 1.8 × 1 = 1.8. In step 4, NSS(good) is set as the default NSS of 1. In step 5, the NSS of superb.s.02 is propagated to all synsets that share the same lemma term, under the same POS; and in step 6, the NSS of the modified term good is propagated to all synsets that share the same lemma term, under the same POS. In this case, no propagation occurs for NSS(superb.s.02) = 1.8, since there are no synsets with a similar lemma term in the lexicon, but NSS(good) = 1 is propagated to a total of 12 synsets, including good.s.13, good.s.20, and good.s.19, as shown in the figure.

Finally, this generated a list of NSS-quantified synsets, by using gloss information and degree adverbs, as well as via NSS propagation. These NSS-quantified synsets are used as seed synsets by the next algorithm, in order to quantify the remaining synsets in the lexicon that have not yet been labeled with an NSS.

D. Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification via Connectivity Algorithm

The Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification via Connectivity Algorithm (NSSQCA) involves using all the NSS-quantified synsets generated by the NSSQA as seed synsets, to label the remaining unlabelled synsets. Some synsets in the lexicon remain to be unlabelled with an NSS, since they do not contain degree adverbs within their glosses.

According to the Social Network Theory [32], a node that has many semantic relations with other nodes that are members of a particular category, also tends to be more ‘central’ to that category. Moreover, in the related literature, semantic connectivity between terms in a semantic network has been proven to be a reliable indicator of polarity [15]. Based on the Social Network Theory and on the concept of semantic connectivity, the NSS values of the remaining unlabelled synsets are quantified based on their connections with seed synsets in a semantic network. An input synset is assigned the average of all the NSS values of the seed synsets it matches with.

Algorithm 2 presents the pseudocode for the NSSQCA algorithm. For each input synset input_syn in the lexicon that is not yet labeled with an NSS, the neighbor synsets are extracted from the WordNet semantic network. The ‘neighbor’ of an input synset is defined as any synset connected to the input synset via the semantic relations of similar-to, also-see, derivationally-related-form, and pertainym, since these relations have been empirically
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### Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification Algorithm

**Input**: lexicon, degree_adv_list  
**Output**: NSS-quantified syns in pos_lex and neg_lex

**Begin**

For input_syn in lexicon:

For gloss_term in gloss[input_syn]:

IF match(gloss_term & degree_adv):

IF NSS(modified_term) = null:

NSS(modified_term) = 1

End If

NSS(input_syn) = deg_adv_coefficient × NSS(modified_term)

NSS(input_syn) propagation to syns with same term

NSS(modified_term) propagation to syns with same term

End If

End For

End For

End

Algorithm 1. Natural sentiment strength quantification algorithm.
observed to optimally preserve sentiment properties during propagation in the semantic network.

**Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification via Connectivity**

Algorithm

**Input:**
- seed_syns (NSS-quantified syns)
- remaining unlabeled syns in lexicon

**Output:**
- all syns in lexicon with final NSS

**Begin**

**Function getNeighbors** (syn_and_neighbors)

For syn in syn_and_neighbors:
- syn_and_neighbors += syn.also_sees + syn.similar_tos + syn.derivationally_related_forms + syn.pertainyms

End For

**Function checkMatches** (syn_and_neighbors)

For syn in seed_syns:
- IF syn == seed:
  - num_of_matches += 1

End For

**End checkMatches**

**End getNeighbors**

For input_syn in lexicon and not in seed_syns:
- syn_and_neighbors += input_syn

getNeighbors(syn_and_neighbors)

**semantic_connections_iters** = 0

For x in range(6):
  - num_of_matches = checkMatches(syn_and_neighbors)
  - If num_of_matches == 0:
    - getNeighbors(syn_and_neighbors)
    - semantic_connections_iters += 1

End If

End For

penalty_score = 0.1 × semantic_connections_iters

NSS(input_syn) = NSS_values_of_matched_seeds / num_of_matches

NSS(input_syn) = NSS(input_syn) – penalty_score

End For

End

**Algorithm 2. Example of the functionality of the NSSQA.**

The motivation underlying the utilization of neighbors is that their semantic properties are preserved, and all neighbor synsets connected to the input synset via these relations are assumed to carry the same NSS value as the input synset itself. In this manner, any synset connected to the input synset via the mentioned semantic relations is considered to be a neighbor of the input synset, and is employed to aid in the matching process. Next, each syn in syn_and_neighbors (the set comprising the input synset as well as its neighbors) is compared to all the seed synsets seed_syns to check for any possible matches. If there is no match detected after the default initial matching step, the syn_and_neighbors is iteratively expanded by adding new neighbors for each syn in syn_and_neighbors, with each additional iteration of semantic connections.

It has been well-established in the literature [33], [34] that the semantic significance of a path decreases as a function of its length from the source synset to the destination synset in the WordNet semantic network. In other words, the semantic relationship between the two synsets becomes weaker as the path between them increases. Reference [21] demonstrates that semantic connections over six iterations become ‘noisy’, i.e., the semantic relations become very weak, and the sentiment properties are no longer effectively preserved.

Therefore, a maximum of six iterations of semantic connections is performed by this algorithm. On every iteration, the algorithm checks for possible matches between the expanded syn_and_neighbors and the seed_syns. If it does not detect any matches with seeds, it performs an additional iteration of semantic connections, and the possibility of a match is increased, with the availability of a now larger set of semantic connections to aid in the matching process. It terminates either when at least one match is found, or until it has reached a maximum of six iterations. If there are no matches detected between syn_and_neighbors and seed_syns after six iterations, the input_syn is assigned an NSS of 0, and is assumed to carry no polarity.

Since the semantic relationship becomes weaker with each additional semantic connections iteration, the relationship between the sentiment properties of the two synsets also becomes weaker. Therefore, a penalty score \( P \) is employed to effectively dampen the final NSS of input synsets that have matches with seeds via semantic connections, over the initial default iteration. The value of \( P \) is increased as the number of semantic connections iterations increases, and can be defined as follows:

\[
P = C \times iters
\]

where \( C \) is some constant (heuristically set as 0.1), and \( iters \) represents the number of iterations of semantic connections (in the range of 1-6).

The final NSS value of input_syn is computed as the average of the NSS values of all the seeds it has matched with, as follows:

\[
NSS(input\_syn) = \frac{NSS\_values\_of\_matched\_seeds}{num\_of\_matches}
\]

Finally, the final NSS value is updated after applying \( P \), as follows:

\[
NSS(input\_syn) = NSS(input\_syn) – P
\]

The NSSQCA is individually run for the list of positive synsets and the list of negative synsets in the lexicon. Fig. 3 depicts a detailed example of the functionality of the NSSQCA for the input synset record-breaking.s.01. The initial default ‘semantic connections’ are retrieved via the mentioned semantic relations, so syn_and_neighbors = {record-breaking.s.01, best.s.01}. Since there are no matches detected between syn_and_neighbors and seed_syns, the algorithm expands syn_and_neighbors by an additional semantic connections iteration (semantic_connections_iters = 1). syn_and_neighbors now
contains 17 synsets. The algorithm terminates after the first iteration, since two matches are now detected between syn_and_neighbors and seed_syns. With this, 

\[ \text{NSS(record-breaking.s.01)} = 1.3 \]

and has been accepted as reliable in practical application. SentiWordNet 3.0 is a relatively early work, it is to date a widely applied and popular sense-level lexicon in this area, it does not consider sentiment strength.

Other sense-level lexicon generation models by [19] and the SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model [21], the only available sense-level lexicon generation model that considers strength values is standard benchmarks. The only available sense-level lexicon generation model, the SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model, which has been accepted as reliable in practical application.

Therefore, recent work by [19] considers it ‘state-of-the-art’ and provides a comparison to this important work. Following this, the proposed model is also compared to the SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model.

Reference [16] requests for a group of human annotators to rate a set of terms extracted from their generated sentiment lexicon in the range of [0, 1]. The average value from the values given by all annotators represented the final sentiment strength for each term. This manually-annotated benchmark was then used to measure their semantic distance-based sentiment lexicon generation model. They only use a portion of the terms from the generated lexicon, and have human annotators manually-annotate these terms with sentiment strength values. They then compute the accuracy of the model to label the terms against this manually-annotated benchmark, and generalize this as the overall accuracy of the model to assign terms with sentiment strength values, since it is extremely time-consuming and tedious for annotators to manually annotate the entire generated sentiment lexicon.

Following this procedure, 300 positive synsets and 300 negative synsets were randomly extracted from the generated sentiment lexicon. Three human annotators skilled in linguistics and natural language processing were requested to rate each of the synsets in the range of [0, 1]. The average value from the values given by all annotators represented the sentiment strength for each synset. For each synset presented to the annotators, its formal definition and multiple examples of the synset in a context of use were also displayed. This is so the annotator can have sufficient information about the synset before estimating its sentiment strength.

The correlation coefficient (correl) between the NSS values of the synsets in the generated lexicon, and the strength values of the synsets in the manually-annotated benchmark, are taken as representative of the overall accuracy of the model in assigning subjective term senses with a sentiment strength. Correl is a statistical measure that measures the strength of the relationship between the NSS values generated by the proposed model and the manually-annotated NSS values, and can be computed as follows:

\[
\text{correl} = \frac{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})(y_i - \bar{y})}{\sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (x_i - \bar{x})^2} \cdot \sqrt{\sum_{i=1}^{n} (y_i - \bar{y})^2}}
\]  

where \(x\) represents the values generated by the proposed model, while \(y\) represents the values manually defined by human annotation. In order to allow for a feasible comparison to the SentiWordNet 3.0 lexicon generation model, the correlation coefficient between the strength values of the synsets in the SentiWordNet lexicon, and the strength values of the synsets in the manually-annotated benchmark, are taken as representative of the overall accuracy of the SentiWordNet model to label subjective term senses with a sentiment strength. Each synset in the SentiWordNet lexicon has both a positive and a negative strength value. Additionally, the SentiWordNet lexicon assigns a penalty score for one semantic connections iteration, the NSS is re-updated to 1.2, as follows:

\[
\text{NSS(record-breaking.s.01)} = \frac{\text{NSS(good.a.01)} + \text{NSS(superfine.s.03)}}{\text{num_of_matches}}
\]  

\[= \frac{1+1.6}{2} = 1.3\]

\[P = C \times \text{iters} = 0.1 \times 1 = 0.1\]

\[\text{NSS(record-breaking.s.01)} = \text{NSS(record-breaking.s.01)} - P = 1.3 - 0.1 = 1.2\]
score, simultaneously. For a match between a synset in the SentiWordNet lexicon and the positive list in the manually-annotated benchmark, the positive SentiWordNet score for that synset is used as its sentiment strength, while for a match between a synset in the SentiWordNet lexicon and the negative list in the manually-annotated benchmark, the negative SentiWordNet score for that synset is used as its sentiment strength.

V. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION

A. Output Results by the NSSQA

The Natural Sentiment Strength Quantification Algorithm (NSSQA) involves a fully semantic approach that utilizes only the gloss information and a list of predefined degree adverbs to quantify the Natural Sentiment Strength (NSS) of polar term senses. The sense-level sentiment lexicon lexicon used as an input into this model was manually-compiled by three human annotators. From a set of random WordNet senses, the annotators labeled approximately 8,101 synsets as positive and 3,186 synsets as negative. The reason there is a higher number of positive synsets is because the set of WordNet synsets used for annotation contained more positive synsets to choose from, as compared to negative.

After running the NSSQA, Table II presents the coverage results. The total number of NSS-quantified synsets is 289. Note that the total number of NSS-quantified modified terms is also 289, since on each step of the algorithm, the modified term is assigned a default NSS of 1, and the input synset is assigned an NSS based on the coefficient value of the degree adverb multiplied by the NSS of the modified term. Therefore, in the same step, both are simultaneously quantified with an NSS. However, NSS-quantified modified terms are not considered in the coverage results, since they are not synsets, and their only function is to aid in the propagation of their NSS-values to other synsets available in the lexicon.

The total synsets quantified via the NSS propagation step is 314. This involves the NSS values from the NSS-quantified synsets and the NSS-quantified modified terms being propagated to other synsets in the lexicon that have the same lemma term, provided they are of the same POS. For example, fabulous.s.01 is quantified with an NSS of 1.9, and this is propagated to other adjective synsets in the lexicon that share the same lemma term. In this case, fabulous.s.02 is detected in the lexicon, but does not yet have an NSS, so the NSS of 1.9 is propagated from fabulous.s.01 to fabulous.s.02.

B. Output Results by the NSSQA

Based on the NSS-quantified synsets (289) and the NSS-quantified synsets via NSS propagation (314) as ‘seed synsets’, the remaining unlabeled synsets in the lexicon are assigned NSS values. After running the NSSQA, Table III shows some senses (adjectives, adverbs, nouns and verbs) from the generated lexicon, distributed according to the NSS range they fall under.

As shown by the samples, the NSSQA is able to successfully quantify the NSS values of polar senses on a fine-grained scale in the range of [0, 1]. For example, the algorithm successfully assigns a low NSS to senses with a weak sentiment strength (NSS(acceptable.a.01) = 0.4), and a high NSS to senses with a strong sentiment strength (NSS(fantastic) = 0.95). This lexicon is made publically available for research purposes1.

C. Evaluation Results against Manually-Annotated Benchmark

Table IV presents the evaluation results of the model’s overall accuracy in quantifying the NSS of polar term senses. The correlation coefficient between the NSS values of the synsets in the generated lexicon, and the NSS values of the synsets in the manually-annotated benchmark, are taken as representative of the overall accuracy of the model to label subjective term senses with a sentiment strength.

The final correlation coefficient achieved by the model is 0.694 and 0.676 for the positive and negative categories, respectively, yielding an overall accuracy of 0.685. Based on these results, the model performs with similar accuracy in the NSS quantification of both positive and negative term senses.

The only sense-level lexicon generation model available for comparison is the SentiWordNet 3.0 generation model [21]. As shown in Table IV, the final correlation coefficient achieved by the SentiWordNet lexicon generation model is 0.435 and 0.303 for the positive and
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negative categories, respectively, yielding an overall accuracy of 0.369.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Model</th>
<th>pos</th>
<th>neg</th>
<th>overall</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>proposed model</td>
<td>0.694</td>
<td>0.676</td>
<td>0.685</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>SentiWordNet 3.0 model</td>
<td>0.435</td>
<td>0.303</td>
<td>0.369</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

Table IV. Evaluation Results of Model’s Overall Accuracy

To allow for a side-by-side comparison, Fig. 4 depicts the accuracy plots on a graph for the proposed model vs the SentiWordNet 3.0 model. As evident in the figure, the proposed model outperforms the SentiWordNet 3.0 model by a large margin (0.316). This demonstrates that the SentiWordNet model fails to quantify the sentiment strength that subjective senses carry, most likely due to the ‘artificially statistical’ nature inherent in its approach.

The strength values generated by their model tend to reflect the ‘likeliness’ of a word being in a particular class, or the confidence in the accuracy of labeling, rather than the actual sentiment strength of the sense. Recalling that their model employs a committee of eight supervised classifiers, the assignment of senses with strength values purely relies on statistical means, and there is no semantic mechanism that explicitly measures the strength of senses in their work.

As a solution, the proposed model involves a fully semantic approach that utilizes only the human-defined gloss information, a semantic network, and degree adverbs, to quantify the truly ‘natural’ sentiment strength of term senses. The model has successfully addressed the issues inherent in the popular SentiWordNet 3.0 generation model in terms of its ability to generate strength values to term senses, as demonstrated by the superior accuracy achieved by the model in comparison to that achieved by the SentiWordNet 3.0 model. This validates its practical application in reliably quantifying the NSS values of any readily-available term- and sense-level polarity lexicons.

VI. CONCLUSION AND FUTURE WORK

In contrast to prior models that rely on statistical means to measure strength and in turn generate biased results, this model utilizes only the semantic information manually encoded within the human-defined glosses of term senses, a semantic network, and a small set of manually-compiled degree adverbs, in order to quantify the ‘Natural’ Sentiment Strength (NSS) of senses.

Evaluation of this model to accurately assign senses with NSS value demonstrates its superior performance when compared to state-of-the-art models, against the same gold standard benchmarks. This work has practical implications in automatically labelling readily-available term- and sense-level polarity lexicons with NSS information.

In future work, we plan to apply the proposed algorithms on other languages [35], [36]. The generated lexicon can also be assessed in practical sentiment analysis applications in various domains, e.g., recommender systems [37], [38], movie reviews [39], social media content, etc. We also plan to investigate the contribution to accuracy of the integration of a corpus [40], in the process of assigning a natural sentiment strength to term senses. The context surrounding the term can be utilized to aid in the assignment process.
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